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SANTA FE ART INSTITUTE
presents

Josie Merck

“Man Marks on Land and Sea:
Notes of Human Scale and Interference in Landscape Paintings”

Public Lecture: Monday, September 29, 2003

On Monday, September 29, 2003, the Santa Fe Art Institute will offer “Man Marks on Land and Sea: Notes
of Human Scale and Interference in Landscape Paintings,” a slide lecture by artist Josie Merck, who will
explore “the useful, the salubrious, and the extraneous human element as seen in paintings of nature.”
Merck will include a discussion of her own paintings and their evolution through this quandary. The lecture
is open to the public and will take place at 6 p.m. in Tipton Hall on the College of Santa Fe campus.

During her slide lecture, Merck will address many questions about the long-standing tradition of landscape
painting: Where does Man fit in the picture? Whether in the natural ecosystem or on the painted plane, is
“he” necessary? Do we need to see ourselves or our “footprint” on the scene? Manifest Destiny, human scale
as measurement, conquest and domination, and aesthetics are some of the motives for artists to place man
and his mark in the painting. Without the human context, what is lost; what is gained? How might the
painters of your favorite landscape paintings have seen the landscape? What do you, the viewer, look for in
the pictures? Following the lecture, there will be a question-and-answer session.

A graduate of Sarah Lawrence College, Josie Merck also attended the Skowhegan School of Painting and
Sculpture. She received an MFA from the Yale School of Art in 1991. She has frequent shows in Block
Island, Rhode Island, where she has a studio, and in New York City at the Atlantic Gallery in Soho. Merck
lives with her husband in Connecticut.

Lecture tickets are $5 and are available at the door. This lecture is part of the Santa Fe Art Institute’s 2003
Uncommon Ground: Manmade series. For more information on the series, please visit SFAI’s website at
www.sfai.org or call 505-424-5050. The Santa Fe Art Institute is located at 1600 St. Michael’s Drive, Santa
Fe, New Mexico 87505. Uncommon Ground: Manmade is funded in part with support from The Burnett
Foundation, Lannan Foundation, and The McCune Charitable Foundation. 
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